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Abstract

Here we describe the application of a multiple camera pla-
nar particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurement to achieve
a large field of view (FOV) in a high Reynolds number turbu-
lent boundary layer. Measurements are performed over a FOV
of 0.8m× 0.5m (2.25δ × 1.4δ, whereδ denotes the boundary
layer thickness) in the streamwise and wall-normal directions
respectively in a turbulent boundary layer. The use of a multi-
camera setup combined with a varying magnification enables
a relatively high resolution across the large FOV, with the res-
olution particulary targeted in the near-wall region whereit is
most required. Results presented are from an image set of 1000
double-frames acquired at a Reynolds number ofReτ ≈ 8000.
Flow statistics from the PIV are quantitatively compared with
statistics from hot-wire anemometry at a nominally equivalent
Reynolds number to assess the quality of the measurements.

Introduction

Particle image velocimetry measurements have become an in-
creasingly popular technique to investigate turbulent boundary
layer flows over the last few decades [1, 11, 7]. An advantage
of PIV over single point techniques such as hot-wire anemom-
etry is that it provides instantaneous spatial informationwith
minimal disturbance to the flow. Application of PIV to high
Reynolds number boundary layers pose a unique set of chal-
lenges. For instance, at high Reynolds numbers a large range
of scales are present, which requires a high resolution to re-
solve the smaller scales and a large field of view to resolve the
larger scales. These two requirements contradict each other and
are difficult to satisfy simultaneously in a typical PIV measure-
ment. In addition, many high Reynolds number boundary layer
facilities rely on a relatively high free stream velocity toachieve
a high Reynolds number. This leads to difficulties in achieving
uniform seeding, particulary in an open return tunnel. Herewe
utilise a multi-camera PIV setup that overcomes these issues
and achieves good spatial resolution while maintaining a rela-
tively large field of view.

Measurements in wall bounded flows also suffer from inaccu-
racies in determining the exact location of the wall. This is
a significant issue, particularly in high Reynolds number flows
such as the flow considered here where one wall unit is approxi-
mately 50µm. Therefore, the accuracy required to determine the
location of the velocity vectors becomes more stringent. Here
we outline a technique that provides an estimate of the distance
from the wall to within pixel accuracy (approximately one wall
unit).

Here, we use the coordinate systemx, y and z to refer to the
streamwise, spanwise and wall-normal directions respectively,
with corresponding fluctuating velocity components given by u,
v and w. Capitalisation and overbars indicate averaged quan-
tities. The superscript+ refers to normalisation with the in-

ner scales. For example, we usel+ = lUτ/ν for length and
U+ =U/Uτ for velocity, whereUτ is the friction velocity andν
is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

Experimental setup

The experiments are performed at the High Reynolds Number
Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel (HRNBLWT) at the University
of Melbourne. Figure 1(a) shows an overall view of the ex-
perimental setup which is located 21m downstream of the trip.
The large developing length (27m) of the boundary layer in the
working section gives an opportunity to perform PIV experi-
ments at high Reynolds numbers and also with acceptable spa-
tial resolution. The imaging system consists of eight PCO4000
cameras (4008×2672 pixels, 2Hz). This enables us to obtain a
field of view of approximately 0.8m×0.5m. The flow is seeded
with polyamide particles with a mean particle diameter of 1µm.
The particles are illuminated by a laser sheet created by a Spec-
tra Physics ‘Quanta-Ray’ PIV 400 Nd:YAG double-pulse laser
that delivers 400mJ/pulse.

The large boundary layer thickness (δ ≈ 0.35m) achieved in this
facility gives rise to several challenges in relation to theimple-
mentation of PIV measurements. For instance, due to a large
δ in the measurement region, it is desirable to capture a large
field of view (FOV) to capture the large scale structures froman
instantaneous snapshot. This task is further complicated since
PIV measurements carried out at high Reynolds numbers are
faced with the challenge of capturing the wide range of scales
present. Therefore, here we use a higher magnification in the
near-wall and log region where we expect a larger contribution
of the turbulent energy to be from small scales. For the outerre-
gion, we use a lower magnification which is capable of resolv-
ing the dominant larger scale structures prevalent here. Figure
1(b) shows the corresponding FOV of each camera, here the
bottom cameras (B1−4) have a magnified view with a pixel size
of approximately 60µm compared to a pixel size of approxi-
mately 100µm for the top cameras (T1−4). Here we use 105mm
Sigma lenses on the top cameras and 180mm Tamron lenses on
the bottom cameras to achieve this variation in magnification.

The experimental data is processed using an in-house PIV pack-
age, with an interrogation window size of approximately 20
and 45 wall units for the bottom cameras and top cameras re-
spectively. This corresponds to an interrogation window size
of 16×16 pixels for the bottom cameras and 24×24 pixels for
the top cameras. To maintain the same vector spacing we de-
termine the vector grid in real space with an overlap of 50% for
the bottom cameras, while the vector spacing for the top cam-
era is matched with the spacing of the bottom cameras. This
corresponds to a vector spacing of 10 wall units in the stream-
wise and wall normal directions in real space, which is mapped
to pixel space using a calibration process to perform the cross-
correlation.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup used to conduct planar PIV experiments in the HRNBLWT. (a) shows the camera setup in the facility, (b)
shows the field of view across the eight cameras. The locationx = 0 indicated in (b) is located 21m downstream of the trip.

Calibration procedure

Planar PIV measurements are typically calibrated by using a
pixel to real space conversion based on a scaling factor deter-
mined using anin situ calibration. However, PIV images are
typically affected by perspective distortion and optical distor-
tion from the optics, particulary when the FOV is large and mis-
alignments often exist between the image plane and laser sheet
[2]. Although the perspective distortion is minimal in a typi-
cal planar PIV, the errors can be significant when the field of
view is large. This issue is corrected here by using a single cal-
ibration grid, which spans the complete FOV. This grid is used
to determine calibration coefficients which map each cameras
pixel space (X,Y) to real space (x,y). In addition, it accounts
for misalignments in camera positioning and enables us to stich
the velocity field from multiple cameras by precisely locating
each camera’s position relative to the others.

Determining the wall position

Here we use a technique which can be used to modify the cal-
ibration coefficients obtained from a typical calibration proce-
dure to account for the position of the wall or boundary. To ap-
ply this technique the boundary or wall should be ideally glass
or a polished surface, which provides a clear reflection of the
calibration grid. Once the grid is in place, an image is acquired
such that a large region of the image is occupied by the reflec-
tion on the surface (figure 2). In the figure, the red dot� sym-
bols indicate calibration points used to determine an initial set
of calibration coefficients. This information is used to de-warp
the pixel space coordinates of the bottom row of calibrationgrid
points and its reflection (indicated by blue square� symbols) to
real space. The mid point between the bottom row of calibra-
tion points and its corresponding reflection in real space gives
us the position of the wall (indicated by blue diamond� sym-
bols). This wall position is now used to offset the calibration
grid prior to obtaining a final set of calibration coefficients to be
used on the experimental data. The flow statistics obtained for
the experimental validation, particularly for the mean stream-
wise velocity (shown in figure 3a) have been obtained without
applying any shift to the wall position of the velocity fields. This
indicates that the we have a very good approximation of the wall
position to within the order of one pixel (approximately 60µm
in the present setup).

x

Reflection of calibration grid

z Wall position 5 mm

Figure 2: Calibration image used to determine the position of
the wall, which is then used to offset the position of the cali-
bration grid from the experiment. The calibration dots havea
spacing of 5mm in the streamwise and wall-normal directions.

Experimental validation

Mean and turbulence intensity flow statistics

A comparison of the flow statistics from the PIV measurement,
with hot-wire anemometry measurements is shown here. De-
tails of the hot-wire measurements can be found in [8]. The

flow statisticsU+ andu2
+

are presented in figures 3(a) and 3(b)
respectively. A good agreement is observed in the streamwise
mean velocity for the two techniques, to within 0.5%. Similarly,
a comparison of the streamwise turbulence intensity (figure3b)
also shows a good agreement between the two measurements,
to within 2%. This indicates that the spatial averaging between
the two techniques should be similar. However for the hot-wire
measurement, the attenuation is due to spatial averaging inthe
spanwise direction over the wire lengthl+ ≈ 22 [6]. On the other
hand, the PIV experiment is primarily attenuated due to spatial
averaging in the streamwise and wall-normal direction based on
the interrogation window size of approximately 20 wall units.
In addition, the PIV measurement is also attenuated in the span-
wise direction based on a laser sheet thickness. Therefore,we
expect the PIV measurement to be more attenuated, particulary,
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(a) Streamwise mean velocity (U+)
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(b) Streamwise turbulence intensity (u2
+
)
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(c) Wall-normal turbulence intensity (w2
+
)
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(d) Reynolds shear stress−uw+

Figure 3: Comparison of flow statistics from planar PIV with hot-wire anemometry experiments and empirical formulations. The solid
lines indicate results from PIV. The dashed lines in 3(a) and3(b) indicate results obtained using hot-wire anemometry,and dashed lines
in 3(c) and 3(d) are predicted profiles from an empirical formulation at an equivalent Reynolds number.

in the near wall region where small scales are dominant. How-
ever, this is not evident in the current results, since we can-
not resolve the near wall region in the planar PIV measurement
(z+ < 80). Furthermore, we believe that the near wall-region
obtained from PIV data may be affected by noise due to poor
image quality very close to the wall; this would cause the turbu-
lence intensity to increase and reduce the discrepancy present.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) shows the wall-normal turbulence inten-

sity (w2
+
) and Reynolds shear stress (−uw+) respectively. Since

there is limited experimental data at this Reynolds number,here
we compare statistics against empirical formulations based on
experimental data spanning three decades of Reynolds numbers

[9, 10]. Figure 3(c) shows a larger discrepancy inw2
+

than

u2
+
(figure 3b). This difference in accuracy for the velocity com-

ponents can be attributed to the smaller dominant length scales
associated with the wall-normal velocity, which leads to higher
averaging of this component over a given interrogation window
size. In addition, the wall-normal displacement is typically in
the sub-pixel regime, thus any pixel locking will produce a se-
rious corruption of statistics.

Energy spectra

Figure 4 shows the one-dimensional pre-multiplied energy
spectra for the streamwise and wall-normal velocity compo-
nents verses streamwise wavelength (λ+x ) at selected wall-
normal positions. The energy spectra is computed using fast
Fourier transforms, since we have instantaneous spatial data we
can compute a wavelength spectra directly compared to using
Taylor’s hypothesis for velocity data in hot-wire anemometry.
The spectra shown in figure 4 enables us to perform a quan-
titative comparison on how well the PIV experiment resolves
the energetic scales present within the streamwise length of the
current FOV or vector field (≈ 2.25δ). Again, the pre-multiplied
streamwise energy spectra is compared with hot-wire anemom-
etry data which has a sampling time that resolves the full range
of energy scales (figure 4(a)). The effect of the FOV is evident
in both kxφ

+
uu andkxφ

+
ww for the PIV experiment, since we are

limited to wavelengthsλ+x < 15,000. However, similar to results
observed by de Silvaet al. [3] for a much lower Reynolds num-
ber tomographic PIV experiment, we see a reasonable match
between the PIV and the hot-wire anemometry energy spectra
for the length scales which can be resolved.
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Figure 4: Comparison of pre-multiplied one-dimensional energy spectra for (a) streamwisekxφ
+
uu and (b) wall-normalkxφ

+
ww at various

wall normal locations. The solid lines indicate results from PIV and the dashed lines indicate results obtained from hot-wire anemometry
[5]. The PIV velocity fields have been validated for spuriousvectors based on the detection criteria of [12].

Conclusions

An assessment on the application of a large scale multi-camera
planar PIV measurement is presented. Here we use a higher
magnification for the near wall and log region to assist in re-
solving the small scales, and a relatively lower magnification in
the outer region. Results indicate that this technique works well,
enabling us to resolve a wide range of scales in comparison to
using a single magnification. A technique to accurately deter-
mine the position of the boundary or the wall from a PIV cal-
ibration is outlined. Results indicate that the wall position can
be determined to within an accuracy of one wall unit. Compar-
isons of first and second order flow statistics from the PIV ve-
locity fields with hot-wire anemometry measurements from the
same facility indicate that the PIV measurements are promis-
ing. A comparison of energy spectra indicate wavelengths be-
low λ+x < 15,000 (a limitation of the setup) are resolved with
reasonable agreement to the energy spectra obtained from hot-
wire measurements.

This study provides a foundation for undertaking large scale
PIV measurements at high Reynolds numbers in the HRN-
BLWT, enabling future work to be performed into character-
ising Reynolds number trends. The results are encouraging to
perform further experiments over a larger FOV that is capable
of capturing large scale and very large scale motions [4].
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